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Coverings and Automorphisms of Chamber Systems 
MARK A. RONAN* 
The recent work of J. Tits [4] on local characterizations of buildings introduces the 
important new concept of a chamber system and its ramified covers, and it is the purpose of 
this paper to present a systematic and elementary development of the basic results on 
ramified covers of chamber systems. This has applications to Buekenhout's work [1] on 
diagram geometries, whose connection with chamber systems is explained in [4]. 
After some preliminary definitions and lemmas in Section 1, we introduce in Section 2 
two types of complexes associated with a chamber system. If the chamber system C€ has 
finite rank it is equivalent to a certain type of regular cell complex Liee, which in special 
cases is a building, see [4]. We also introduce some 2-dimensional simplicial complexes 
r 6 ee, topological covers of which correspond to @:i-covers of the chamber system. Sections 
3-6 deals with the elementary theory of @:i-covers without assuming any prior knowledge 
of topology; the proofs of the results are short and straightforward, so there is little to be 
gained by the less direct method of using known topological results for r 6 ee. Section 7 
deals with automorphisms; we give necessary and sufficient conditions for an automor-
phism of ee to lift to an automorphism of some @;-cover eg, and we show that if the covering 
is characteristic, then Aut C€ lifts to a section of Aut eg. 
Finally I should like to make it quite clear that many concepts and definitions in this 
paper (e.g., chamber systems, galleries, m-covers, elementary homotopy) are due to J. Tits 
[4], and I would like to thank him for several helpful discussion at Santa Cruz. The reader 
should refer to Tits' work in [4] for motivation, relationships with combinatorial 
geometries, and the beautiful characterization of buildings given therein. 
1. CHAMBER SYSTEMS AND @;-COVERS 
1.1. In [4], Tits defines a chamber system over the set I to be a set ee, the elements of 
which are called chambers, together with a system of partitions of ee indexed by 1. We shall 
regard a partition of ee as a map P from ee to some set, and we write Pi: ee ~ ee i, i E i, for the 
set of partition maps of the definition. If J c I, PJ: C€ ~ eeJ denotes the direct limit of the Pi 
for j E J (Tits [4] calls this the join of the partitions Ph jE J and writes {l}J for eeJ ). Two 
chambers c and d are said to be adjacent (resp. i-adjacent) if Pi(C) = Pi(d) for some j (resp. 
Pi(C) = Pi(d». In this paper the system (ee; Pi, i E 1) will be denoted simply by C€ . If 
(ee'; p;, i E 1) is another chamber system, a morphism from C€ to ee' is a map f : ee ~ ee' such 
that if Pi(C) = Pi(d), then p;(fc) = p;(fd). 
. J 1.2. CELLS AND STARS. An element u of ee will be called a cell of co type J 
(equivalently type 1\1), and we write cotyp u = J or typ u = 1\1; we also write corank u = 
card J, and rank u = card (1\1). Given u E eeJ we let St (T denote the chamber system over 
J, whose set of chambers is c(u):= p:1 1 (u), with partition maps Pi!c(U), j E J. Notice that 
cells of cotype K of St u can be thought of as cells of cotype K of ee via the inclusion map 
St u ~ C€. 
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The St u, for u E egI are called the connected components of eg, and eg is called connected 
if there is only one such. Notice that St u is connected for any cell u. Notice also that any 
morphism f: eg ~ r!lJ gives rise to a map from egl to r!lJl, f c I, which we also denote by f. 
1.3. GALLERIES. A gallery (resp. f-gallery, f c I) y is a finite sequence of chambers 
(co, . .. , Ck) of eg together with a word w(y) = i1i2 , ••• , ik in the free monoid F(l) over I 
(resp. F(f) over f), such that Cj-1 is iradjacent to Cj. The gallery y = (co, ... , Ck) is said to 
start at Co and end at Ck ; if Co = Ck we say y is based at co. Given a cell u E egl, we say that the 
gallery y lies in St u if y is a f-gallery all of whose chambers lie in St u. Notice that eg is 
connected if and only if any two chambers can be joined by a gallery. 
1.4. @;-COVERS AND m-COVERS. Let @5 c PfJ(I), where PfJ(l) is the power set of I. If eg is 
a chamber system, an @5-cover is a chamber system c€ together with a morphism p : c€ ~ eg 
such that plSt u is an isomorphism for all u E egl, where f E @5 (in particular peSt u) = 
St pu). If :t c @5, an @;-cover is clearly a :t-cover; moreover if f E @; and Kef, then an 
@;-cover is also an @; u {K}-cover. For a natural number m, an m-cover is defined to be an 
@5-cover, where @;={fcIlcardf",;m}; in other words plSt<T is an isomorphism for all 
cells u of corank",; m. 
If u is a cell for which plst u is not an injection, then we say p is ramified at pu. We say 
that p is unramified if it is not ramified at pu for any cell <T such that typ u ,t. (/J; this is 
equivalent to saying that p is a (PfJ(l)\J)-cover. 
LEMMA 1.5. If c€ and eg are connected, then a PfJ(l)-cover c€ ~ eg is an isomorphism. 
PROOF. We have c€I = {$} and egI = {fP}, and p = plSt $ is an isomorphism. 
Given f c I, define @; n f = {K n flK E @;}. 
LEMMA 1.6. If p : c€ ~ eg is an @;-cover, and u E egl, then plSt u: St u ~ St pu is an 
(@; n f)-cover. 
PROOF. Given T E (St U)K r.J, where K E @5, we can regard T as a cell of cotype K n fin eg 
(see 1.2), and since K n f eKE @;, we see that plSt T is an isomorphism, as required. 
COROLLARY 1.7. A morphism p: ~ ~ eg is an m-cover if and only ifplSt u is an m-cover 
for all cells u of eg. 
PROOF. If u is a cell of corank m, and plSt u is an m-cover, then plSt u is also an 
isomorphism, by 1.5, and hence p is an m-cover. The converse follows from 1.6 because 
given @;={KcIlcardK",;m}, then @;nf={KcflcardK",;m}. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. If for all cells <T E egl, f e @5, St u admits no non-trivial unramified 
covers, then ever @;-cover p : ~ ~ eg is unramified. 
PROOF. Suppose p is ramified, and let f c I be minimal with respect to the existence of a 
cell cT E ~J such that plSt cT is not an isomorphism. Then by the minimality of f, plSt cT is a 
(PfJ(f)\l)-cover, i.e., is unramified, contradicting the hypothesis. 
2. SOME ASSOCIATED COMPLEXES 
In this section we introduce two types of complexes associated with a chamber system. 
The first type, L1eg, which is defined if I is finite, is where the notion of chamber system 
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originally comes from; it is a regular cell complex and in certain special cases is a building 
(see Tits [4]). It should be mentioned that our ..::1C(6' differs from that in Tits' paper [4]. The 
second type of complex we consider is a 2-dimensional simplicial complex r G C(6', topo-
logical covers of which correspond to ~-covers of C(6'. 
2.1. THE REGULAR CELL COMPLEX ..::1 C(6'. If I is finite one can regard a chamber system 
C(6' over I as a CW-complex..::1 =..::1C(6' in the following way. The m-cells of..::1 are the cells of C(6' 
of rank m + 1 (see 1.2). Thus vertices of ..::1 are cells of C(6' of type i E I, and we define 
inductively the attaching map ({)<r for an m-cell a E C(6'l\J as follows. Take an m-simplex eJ 
the faces of which are labelled by subsets of J, vertices corresponding to elements of J, and 
define ({)<r on the boundary of eJ as follows: if K c J we let aK denote the unique element of 
C(6'l\K having the property that c(a) c c(aK}' and we map the K-face of eJ to aK via ({)<rK 
which is defined since card K < card J. Clearly chambers become n-cells of ..::1, where 
card I = n + 1, and the chamber system C(6' can be recovered from..::1 by taking as chambers 
the n-cells, letting C(6'i denote the (n -1}-cells of type I\{i}, and defining Pi: C(6' ~ C(6'i by 
Pi(C} = ai if ai is a face of c (i.e., ({)c(er}::::> ai, where ({)c is the attaching map for c). 
Notice that each closed cell of ..::1 is a homeomorph of a sta~dard m-simplex for some m, 
so ..::1 is a regular cell complex. 
REMARK. In case ..::1 is actually a simplicial complex, it is easy to see that for any simplex 
a of..::1, link (a,..::1) is isomorphic to ..::1(St a}, where we understand St a as in 1.2. Notice that 
we can regard ..::1 as a functor from the category of chamber systems of finite rank to the 
category of regular cell complexes. If f is a morphism of chamber systems, then ..::1f is a 
cellular map. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If C(6' has finite rank, then p: ~ ~ C(6' is unramified if and only if 
..::1p: ..::1 ~ ~ ..::1 C(6' is a topological cover. 
PROOF. This is obvious since an unramified cover p is one for which plSt v is an 
isomorphism for every cell v of C(6' having rank 1 (i.e., vertex of ..::1C(6'). 
COROLLARY 2.3. If C(6' has rank n + 1, then p: ~ ~ C(6' is an n-cover if and only if 
..::1p : ..::1 ~ ~ ..::1 C(6' is a topological cover. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If..::1 =..::1C(6' is a simplicial complex and if link (a,..::1) is simply-connected 
for all cells a of cotype J e~, then an ~-coverofC(6' corresponds to a topological cover of ..::1C(6'. 
PROOF. This follows from 1.8 and 2.2. 
We shall call a simplicial complex..::1 strongly Cohen-Macauley if the link of each face of 
codim (m + I) is homotopic to a bouquet of m-spheres, and..::1 is homotopic to a bouquet of 
n-spheres, n = dim..::1. This is slightly stronger than the definition of Cohen-Macauley in [3] 
which requires only the vanishing of homology in dimensions less than m. Examples of 
strongly C-M complexes are buildings, and geometric lattices. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If..::1C(6' is strongly Cohen-Macauley, then C(6' is 2-simply connected. 
PROOF. For any simplex a of codim ~ 3, link a is homotopic to a bouquet of m-spheres, 
m ~ 2, and hence simply-connected. Thus by 2.4 a 2-cover is a topological cover, and since 
..::1C(6' is homotopically a bouquet of spheres, hence simply-connected, it admits no non-trivial 
topological covers. 
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REMARK. The converses to 2.4 and 2.5 do not hold. For example let A c B be the 
barycentric subdivisions of an annulus inside a 2-cell. Let Ll = CA u CB, where CA 11 
CB = A (here CX means the cone on X), and let x denote the vertex of CA \A. Clearly 
Ll = Ll~ where ~ is a chamber system of rank 4. Moreover link (x, Ll) = A is not simply-
connected, and x has codim 3 in Ll, but it is easy to show that ~ is 2-simply connected. 
2.6. THE 2-DIMENSIONAL @S-COMPLEX r!i5~. The vertices of r e ~ are the chambers of 
~, and all cells u E ~J, where J E @S. To define 1- and 2-simplexes, let a E ~, u E ~J where 
J E @S, and T E ~i where {i} E @S . . Now define the 2-simplexes to be all triples (a, T, u) of 
vertices where a E C{T) c c{u), and let the 1-simplexes be all pairs (a, T), (a, u), (p, u) 
thereof. 
THEOREM 2.7. There is a bijective correspondence between topological covers of r e ~ and 
@S-covers of~. 
PROOF. Since topological covers of simplicial complexes are precisely the simplicial 
maps which are isomorphisms on links, it follows immediately that a topological cover of 
re~ gives an @S-cover of~. Moreover if p: c€-+ ~ is an @S-cover, consider rec€. If c is a 
chamber of c€, link (c, rec€) is a bipartite graph, one set of vertices corresponding to 
{i} E 6, the other to J E 6, card J > 1, where incidence is given by containment; clearly 
link (c, r e~) is an isomorphic graph for any c E ~, in particular for c = pc. If T E c€i, {i} E 6, 
then link (T, r e c€) is a complete bipartite graph comprising chambers of St i, and cells iT, of 
cotype J, corresponding to subsets J c I such that i E J E 6. Since plSt i is an isomorphism, 
it follows that link (i, r e c€) is isomorphic to link (T, r e~) where pi = T. Finally for u E ~J, 
card J > 1, J E @S, link (iT, r e c€) is clearly equivalent to the chamber system St iT, and since 
plSt iT is an isomorphism by hypothesis, we see link (iT, rece) is isomorphic to 
link (u, re~) where u = piT, and consequently the map from rece to re~ induced by pis 
an isomorphism on links of all vertices of r e ce, thus showing r e ce to be a topological cover 
of re~. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS ON 6-COVERS 
Given a morphism f: ~ -+~, we say a gallery 'Y of qJ] lifts to a gallery 'Y' of ~ if h' = 'Y. 
LEMMA 3.1. If p : ~ -+ ~ is a 1-cover, then every gallery 'Y of qJ] has a unique lifting to a 
gallery 'Y' of~ starting at some specified chamberc E p -l{d), where d is the first chamber of 'Y. 
PROOF. This follows directly from the definition of 1-cover. 
LEMMA 3.2. If p: ~ -+ qJ] is a 1-cover, and if ~ is connected, then p is surjective, and 
p{St u) = St pu for all cells u of~. 
PROOF. Fix c E ~, and let dE qJ] be arbitrary. Since ~ is connected, there is a gallery 'Y 
from pc to d, and we let 'Y' be its unique lifting (see 3.1) to a gallery starting at c. Letting c' 
denote the end chamber of 'Y'; we have pc' = d, hence p is surjective. Now if u is a cell of ~, 
then St u is connected, and p 1St u is a 1-cover by 1. 7, so the result follows by the preceding 
sentence. 
3.3. We shall assume from now on that: 
(i) {i} E @S for all i E I, so an 6-cover is a 1-cover; 
(ii) all chamber systems under consideration are connected. 
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Moreover since m-covers are special cases of @5-covers we shall not usually refer to 
them. It is to be taken for granted that any definition which uses the symbol @5 can equally 
well be made using m; we shall, for example, refer to 11'2 or 11'1 without further explanation 
after 11'@s has been defined in 4.2. 
DEFINITION. If Pi : ~i -+ ~, i = 1, 2, are @:i-covers then a morphism f: ~ 1 -+ ~2 such that 
PI =pd is called an @:i-morphism. We write f:(~1;p1)-+(~2;p2)' where PI and P2 are 
@5-covers by implication if f is an @:i-morphism. 
LEMMA 3.4. An @5-morphism is an @5-cover. 
PROOF. Using the above notation, for any cell a of ~ 1 such that cotyp a E @:i, P11st a 
and P21st fa are isomorphisms, and since PI = P2f it follows that fiSt a is an isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let f: (~1; PI) -+ (%; P2) be a I-morphism. If (~1; PI) is an @:i-cover, 
then (~2; P2) is also. 
PROOF. Letabeacc:!1l0f~20fcotyp E@5.Weknowby3.2thatp2(Sta)=Stp2a.Moreover 
since PI = pz/ is an isomorphism when restricted to St a, it follows that P21St a is injective, 
hence an isomorphism. 
4. @5-HoMOTOPY 
·e 
4.1. We call two galleries y and y' elementary 8-homotopic, written y =y', if y and y' 
@s 
can be written as the juxtaposition of three galleries as{3 and as'{3respectively (a and {3 
possibly empty) such that Sand S' are both I-galleries in St a, for some a E ~J, I E @:i, and 
having the same end chambers. We call two galleries y and y'8-homotopic if they can be 
connected by a sequence of elementary 8-homotopies, and we write y =y' in this case. 
e 
We define [y]e (or simply [y] when no confusion can arise) to be the @5-homotopy 
equivalence class of galleries containing y. 
4.2. THE @5-FUNDAMENTALGROUP. Fix a chamber c E~, and denote by 11' @S(~, c) the 
set of all @:i-homotopy classes of galleries based at c, with the binary operation [y]. 
[S] = [yS], where yS is the juxtaposition of y and S. One checks that this is well-defined and 
gives 11' @s(~, c) the structure of a group, which we call the @:i-fundamental group of ~ based 
e @s [ ] at c. Moreover 11' (~, c) = 11' (~, c') where c' E ~ since ~ is connected (the map y -+ 
[S-1yS ] is an isomorphism, where S is a gallery from c to c'). If 11'@S(~, c) is trivial we say 
that ~ is 6-simply connected. It is not difficult to show that 11'6(~, c) = 11'1(r6~, c); see 
also 6.5. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose P : ~ -+ ~ is a I-cover. If Yo and Y1 are galleries of ~ based at c E ~, 
such that PYo tlYt, then Yo tlY1' 
PROOF. We have PYi = aSi{3, i = 1, 2, where So, S1 are I-galleries from a to b in St a, 
cotyp a = I. By 3.1 Yi = a' S;{3', i = 1, 2, where a'(resp {3') is the unique lifting of a (resp. {3) 
starting (resp ending) at c. Clearly then sb and S~ have the same end chambers and, since 
they are I-galleries, lie in St a' for some cell a' of ~ of cotype I. Thus Yo is elementary 
{I}-homotopicto Y1 . 
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COROLLARY 4.4. If p : re ~ qg is a I-cover and if Yo, Yl are galleries of re based at CEre 
such that PYo 'GPYb then Yo 'GYI. 
Given any morphism f: re ~ qg it is obvious that f carries CS-homotopic galleries to 
®-homotopic galleries and hence induces a homomorphism 
COROLLARY 4.5. With the above notation, if P is a I-cover, then P* is a monomorphism. 
PROOF. This follows from 4.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. If P : re ~ qg is a I-cover, and d a chamber of qg, then the subgroups 
p*7r05 (re, c), for c E P -\d), form a conjugacy class in 7r05(gg, d). 
PROOF. Let c, e' E P -\d), and let Y be a gallery from c to c'. If a is any gallery of re 
based at e, then Y -lay is based at c', and hence it follows that p*7r05 (re, c) conjugated by 
P*[ y] is p*7r 05(re, e'). Moreover if g E 7r 05(qg, d), then g = [8] for some gallery 8 of qg based 
at d. Let 8' be the unique lifting, by 3.1, of 8 to a gallery starting at c E p - \d), and so 
(p*7r 05(re, cW = p*7r 05(re, e'), where e' is the end chamber of 8'. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let p: <i ~ re be an ®-eover. If Y is a gallery of re based at c, and if 
[Y]05 E P*7r05(<i, c), where C E P -\e), then the unique lifting y of Y to a gallery starting at c 
also ends at C, i.e., y is based at C. 
PROOF. Let {3 be a gallery of <i based at c such that [p{3] = [y]. Since p{3 'G Y' 4.4 implies 
that {3 = y, hence y is based at C. 
G 
NOTATION. We write f: (re, c) ~ (gg, d) to meanf: re ~ gg andfe = d, where CEre, d E gg. 
DEFINITION. Given a morphism p : (<i, C') ~ (re, c), we say that a morphism f: (qg, d) ~ 
(C(6, c) lifts (through p) if there exists i: (qg, d) ~ (<i, C') such that pi = f. 
THEOREM 4.8. If p : (<i, C') ~ (C(6, c) is an ®-eover, then any morphism f: (qg, d) ~ (re, c) 
lifts (uniquely) through p if and only if f*7r G (qg, d):s;; P*7r 05(<i, C'). 
•• G· G PROOF. If f lifts to f:(gg,d)~(C(6,C'), then clearly f*7r (qg,d)=p*f*7r (qg,d):s;; 
P*7r05(<i, C'). Conversely, let d' be any chamber in gg, and let Yo and YI be galleries from d to 
d' in qg. By 3.1 the galleries !Yo and!YI from e to fd' in C(6 have unique liftings to galleries 
!Yo and!YI in <i starting at C'. Now consider the gallery YOy!1 in gg based at d; its image 
under f is a gallery in re based at c, whose ®-homotopy class lies in P*7r 05 (<i, C') by 
hypothesis, and hence by 3.7 this lifts uniquely to a gallery in <i based at C, thus showing 
that !Yo and!YI have the same end chamber. We nowdefinei{d') to be the end chamber of 
!Yo, and the prec.eding ar~ument shows this to .be well-defined. Clearly if d and d' are 
i-adjacent, then f(d) and f(d') are also, and so f is a morphism. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Given CS-covers Pi:(<ii,C';)~(re,e), i=I,2, then there exists an 
®-morphism (resp. ®-isomorphism) f: (<i l ; PI) ~ (<i2; P2) such that fC'1 = C2 if and only if 
05· • 05 · • PI*7r (re h CI):S;; (resp. =) P2*7r (re2, e2). 
PROOF. This follows immediately from 4.8 because an ®-morphism f is a lifting of PI. 
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5. COVERING AUTOMORPHISMS 
If p : c€ ~ <fl is an @5-cover, we let Aut (c€; p) denote the group of @5-automorphisms of c€, 
i.e., Aut (c€; p) is the group of automorphisms of c€ stabilizing each fibre p -1(C), c E <fl. 
LEMMA 5.1. With the above notation Aut (c€; p) acts semi-regularly on the chambers of 
c€. Moreover given C}, C2 E g -1(C), c E <fl, there exists f E Aut (c€; p) such that fCI = C2 if and 
only if P*7T 6 (c€, cd = P*7T '<:>(c€, C2). 
PROOF. Semi-regularity follows from the uniqueness statement of 4.8 since f E 
Aut (c€; p) is a lifting of p, and the second part of the lemma is a direct consequence of 4.9. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Two @5-covers (c€i; p;), i = 1, 2, are @5-isomorphic if and only if the 
6( (;? ~) . . 6( (L) ) h ~ groups Pi*7T lbi, Ci are conjugate In 7T lb, C , were PiCi = C. 
PROOF. This follows directly from 4.6 and 5.1. 
DEFINITION. An @:i-cover p: (c€,c) ~ (<fl, c) is called regular if P*7T6 (c€, c) is normal in 
7T 6 (<fl, c). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Aut (c€; p) acts regularly on p -1(C) for every chamberc E <fl if and only 
if p isa regular @5-cover. 
PROOF. This follows from 4.6 and 5.1. 
The next result deals with the general case of a non-regular cover. 
THEOREM 5.4. With the above notation Aut (c€;p)==NIl(H)/H, where II=7T 6 (<fl, c) 
and H = P*7T 6 (c€, c), pc = c. 
PROOF. Given A E II, and x E p -\c) we define x . A to be the end chamber of a gallery l' 
starting at x such that [P1'] = A; this is well-defined by 4.4. Givenf E Aut (c€; p) clearly his 
also mapped to a representative of A by p, and so f(x . A) = (fx) . A, for all x E p -\c). By 
4.7, x. f.L = x if and only if f.L E P*7T6 (c€, x), and it therefore follows that if f permutes 
p-I(C) so that f(x. A) = (fx) . A, then (fc). f.L = f(c. f.L) = fC for all f.L E H, and thus 
P*7T 6( c€, c) = H = P*7T 6( c€,fc). By 5.1 it follows that f can be realized uniquely as an 
element of Aut (c€; p), and therefore Aut (c€; p) is isomorphic to the group of permu-
tations f of p -1(C) such that f(x . A) = (fx) . A for all A E II. x E P -1(C). 
Now observe that if f(x) = x . A, and if f.L E H, then f(x . A-I f.LA) = x . f.LA = x . A = f(x), so 
A E NIl(H); moreover if A ENIl(H), one defines flo. (x) = x. A, and one checks that 
f,,(x.v)=f,,(x).V for allvEII. Thus we obtain a homomorphism from NIl(H) onto 
Aut (c€; p) with kernel H, so the result follows. 
REMARK. In both 5.3 and 5.4 it is possible to replace p -1(C) by P -1(0") for any cellO" of <fl 
such that cotyp 0" E @:i. 
COROLLARY 5.5. If @51 c @52 and p : (c€, c) ~ (<fl, c) is an @52-cover, then NIl1(HI)/ HI == 
NIl2(H2)/ H2 where 
i = 1, 2. 
PROOF. Since an @52-cover is an @:iI-cover this follows from the preceding theorem. 
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6. THE UNIVERSAL @:i-COVER 
6.1. A universal @:i-cover p : U(:E/f! -+ Cfi is an @S-cover such that for any other @:i-cover 
f : c€ -+ Cfi there exists an @S-cover g : U e Cfi -+ c€, where p = fg. The following construction 
which appears in Tits [4] parallels the topological theory, and can of course be obtained 
from the universal topological cover of rri5Cfi, which is isomorphic to re(Ue(Cfi». 
Fix some chamber c E Cfi, and define a chamber system U over I as follows. Chambers of 
U are @:i-homotopy classes of galleries starting at c; partition maps are defined by 
qj([ 1']) = qj([8]) if l' 6'(8, x) where x is i-adjacent in l' to the end chamber of 8. Define 
p : U -+ Cfi by p[ l' ] = end chamber of 1'. 
THEOREM 6.2. With the above notation p: U -+ Cfi is a universal @:i-cover, and U is 
@:i-simply connected. 
PROOF. 
(a) p: U -+ Cfi is an @:i-cover. 
Let 17 E Ul , J E @:i, U' = pu. Fix a chamber [1'] E St 17, and write d = p[ 1']. Clearly every 
chamber of St 17 is of the form [1'8], where 8 is a J- gallery. Moreover p[ 1'8] ESt U' and if d' 
is any chamber of St U', there is a unique@S-homotopy class [8] of j-galleries from d to d', so 
d' = p[ 1'8], and by the uniqueness of [8] we see that plSt 17 is an isomorphism. 
(b) U is @:i-simply connected. 
Write c = [(c)] E U, and let l' be a gallery of U based at c. For any gallery 8 of U starting at 
c, the end chamber of 8 is [p8], hence PI' =(c), and therefore by 4.4 l' is @S-homotopically 
trivial, as required. e 
(c) U is a universal @S-cover. 
This follows immediately from the criterion of 4.8 since we have just proved that 
7Te (U, c) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Any two universal @S-covers of Cfi are @:i-isomorphic. 
PROOF. This follows immediately from 5.2 since P*7Te (U, u) = 1 for any universal 
@:i-cover p : U -+ Cfi. 
We now refer to p ri5: UeCfi -+ Cfi as the universal @:i-cover. 
COROLLARY 6.4. If @:i c:t then, using the notation above, 7T~(Cfi, c) == 
7Te (Cfi, c)/p!7Te(U~Cfi, u). 
PROOF. This follows from 5.4 together with the fact that U~Cfi is a regular :t-cover, 
hence by 5.3 a regular @S-cover of Cfi. 
REMARK 1. If card I = n + 1, recall from 2.3 that n-covers of Cfi correspond to topo-
logical covers of LlCfi. Thus the fundamental group 7Tl(LlCfi) is isomorphic to 7T n (Cfi, c), and 
each 7Tri5(Cfi, c) for Ie@S is an extension of 7Tl(LlCfi). 
REMARK 2. Since we assume all @:i-covers are I-covers, Corollary 6.4 shows that 
7Tri5(Cfi, c) is a factor group of 7T 1(Cfi, c). 
PROPOSITION 6.5. 7Tri5(Cfi, C)==7Tl(reCfi, c), and 7T\Cfi, c) is a free group. 
PROOF. The universality of U = UeCfi shows that reU is the universal topological cover 
of reCfi by 2.7. But clearly by 5.3, Aut (U; p) is isomorphic to both 7T ri5 (Cfi, c) and 
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1TI(rs Cf5, c) since the latter acts regularly on fibers in r su. Now 1T\Cf5, c) == 1TI(r1 Cf5, c) and 
since r l Cf5 is a graph, its fundamental group is a free group. 
REMARK. One can prove 6.5 directly by showing that all paths in r s Cf5 are homotopic to 
paths whose vertices are chambers and panels, and any two are homotopic via elementary 
homotopies. 
LEMMA 6.6. Ifp: U -+ Cf5 is a universal !S-cover, and u, v E U, then anx..two galleries from 
u to v are E;-homotopic. 
PROOF. By 6.1 and 6.3 we may assume that the chambers of U are E;-homotopy classes 
of galleries starting at pu. If l' and 1" are two galleries from u to v, then [P1'] = v = [P1"], so 
P1' '9P'Y', and hence by 4.4 l' '91". 
DEFINITION. We call a gallery l' I-reduced if w(1')=iI. ... ,ik, where ij-l¥-ij for 
2~j~k. 
LEMMA 6.7. Every I-homotopy class of galleries of Cf5 contains a unique 1-reduced 
gallery, and consequently two I-reduced gclleries are 1-homotopic if and only if they are 
equal. 
PROOF. Let l' = (cOl, . • . , COk" Cll,' .. , Clk2' C21, ... , Cml) where w(1') = i~'i~2 . . . i~m, 
ij- l f" ij. An elementary 1-homotopy only alters a sequence Ci- l,ki, ... ,Ci,ki+l' for some i, 
and it clearly follows that l' is I-homotopic to exactly one I-reduced gallery, namely 
(COl, CII. ..• , Cml). The result follows. 
REMARK. It is interesting to compare 6.7 to the characterization of buildings given by 
Tits in [4] Section 5.2. 
COROLLARY 6.8. If Cf5 is I-simply connected, then for any two chambers C and d of Cf5, 
there is a unique 1-reduced gallery from c to d. 
PROOF. This follows from 6.6 and 6.7. 
THEOREM 6.9. If Cf5 has finite rank and is I-simply connected, then..:lCf5 is contractible. 
PROOF. Fix a chamber c E Cf5. If d E Cf5 is any other chamber we have a unique I-reduced 
gallery from c to d, and any subgallery is also I-reduced. Now contract ..:lCf5 down these 
galleries. 
7. LIFTING AUTOMORPHISMS 
In this section p:rg-+Cf5 is an !S-cover, a,bECf5, aEp-l(a), bEp-l(b). The group of 
automorphisms, Aut Cf5, is the group of permutations f of chambers of Cf5 such that 
Pi(fc)=Pi(fd) if and cnly if Pi(c)=Pi(d). Given fEAut Cf5 such that f(a)=b, we are 
interested in the existence of i E Aut rg such that i(a) = b and pi = fp. In this case we call i a 
lifting of f, and say that i covers f. 
Notice that fp : (rg, a) -+ (Cf5, b) is an E;-cover, and if it exists i: (rg; fp) -+ (rg; p) is an 
!S-isomorphism, so we can apply our previous results. 
LEMMA 7.1. With the above notation, f lifts to i if and only if (fp)*1T G (rg, a) = 
P*1TG(rg, b). 
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PROOF. This follows immediately from 4.9. 
COROLLARY 7.2. There exists a lifting of f if and only if (fpkTriS(~, a) is conjugate to 
is ~ ~ is 
P*1T (ce, b) in 1T (ce, b). 
PROOF. This follows from 4.6 and 7.1. 
7.3. Now let y be a gallery from a to b, and y = py. If a is a gallery based at b, then 
yay -1 is based at a, and one obtains an isomorphism, which we denote by (!), from 1T iS(ce, b) 
6 6 ........ @5 .... 
to 1T (ce, a). Similarly y induces ~: 1T (ce, b) ~ 1T (ce, a) and one checks that p*(!) = ~P*' 
Clearly 
so f lifts to i if and only if f*(!) stabilizes P*1T iS(~, b). 
DEFINITION 7.4. We call an @:i-cover p: c€ ~ ce characteristic if P*1TiS(~, c) is a charac-
teristic subgroup of 1T is (ce, c). In particular the universal @:i-cover is characteristic. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. If p : c€ ~ ce is characteristic, then with the notation preceding 7.1 f lifts 
to f 
PROOF. This follows from 7.1 and the discussion 7.3 above. 
COROLLARY 7.6. If p : ~ ~ ce is characteristic, and if Aut ce is transitive, then Aut ~ is 
transitive. 
THEOREM 7.7. If P : ~ ~ ce is characteristic, then 
Aut ce ==NAut'ii(A(p»/ A(p), where A(p) = Aut (c€; p). 
PROOF. Clearly A(p) is the subgroup of Aut ~ comprising all automorphisms covering 
... .... .... 1 • 
1 E Aut ceo Now if f covers f E Aut ce, and if g E Aut ce, then r gf covers 1 E Aut ce, and 
hence i E N Aut <€ (A(p ». Using 7.5 the result now follows. 
THEOREM 7.8. If p:~~ce is regular, then NAut<€(A(p»/A(p) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut ceo 
PROOF. If g E N Aut <€ (A(p», then by regularity of A(p) on each fiber p - l(C), one sees 
that g induces a permutation on the fibers, or in other words an automorphism of ceo The 
result follows. 
REMARK 1. It is easy to construct examples of 3-fold covers for which A (p) is trivial, 
but Aut c€ is not a subgroup of Aut ceo 
REMARK 2. Examples of regular covers for which not all automorphisms of ce lift, are 
provided by 2-graphs (see, e.g., [2]), which may be viewed as double covers of complete 
graphs (one can regard these as chamber systems by taking incident vertex-edge pairs as 
chambers). 
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